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Alameda Community Learning Center 
 

Governing Board Meeting Agenda 
 

April  9t h, 2014 – 6:30 PM 
 

This meeting will be held at ACLC: 400 Grand St. Alameda, CA 94501 
   
1. Public Session (ACLC)          6:30 PM 

 
a. Call to Order & Attendance          
Meeting is called to order at _____6:33pm_________ 
 
Board Members     Present  Absent 
 
David Hoopes, ACLC Lead Facilitator  ___x___  ______ 
Molly Fenn, ACLC Facilitator   ___x___  ______ 
Gabrielle Baumgartner, ACLC Facilitator ___x___  ______ 
Bara Waters, ACLC Parent Member  ___late_  ______ 
Catherine Pauling, ACLC Parent Member  ___late_  ______ 
Patrick Melendez, ACLC Learner   ___x___  ______ 
Sophia Moore, ACLC Learner   ___late_  ______ 
Raeann Johnson, ACLC Community member ___x___  ______ 
 
b. Review and Approval of Agenda  

• No changes 
• Unanimous approval 

         
2. Presentations from the floor         6:35 PM 

PRESENTATIONS FROM THE FLOOR - At this time any person wishing to speak to 
any item not on the agenda will be granted three minutes to make a 
presentation to the Board of Directors. 
 
a. Dave Hoopes—appreciation to Jenny Tran for the Mission Statement Board. 

Good work! 
b. Lynn Kameny—Time for Governing Board to look at seniors’ web portfolios. 

Essays were reviewed by Board once already. Provides folder for each board 
member with graduation standards and a review rubric. Results can be 
recorded on a Google doc and on a paper back up. Indicate “satisfactory” or 
“unsatisfactory”. Learners have done a self-assessment as well. 

i. Dave Hoopes: Will scores be combined or will learners see 
individual board member scores? 

ii. Lynn: Not a score, but yes, ultimately, feedback will be shared 
with learners. 

c. Raeann Johnson: I am not on Board email list. 
d. Patrick Melendez: My resolution was a discussion item one month ago. I 

wanted it as action item. Now a month has passed. Still want it as action 
item. Yesterday, legal counsel said it cannot be an action item. Too late for 
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me to do anything (48 hour window). Why was it not taken to legal counsel 
earlier? How does the resolution interfere with board’s timelines and legal 
authority? It is only a suggestion, does not constrain the CLCS Board, even if 
passed by ACLC Board. Also want to see the law for myself. Don’t know if 
procrastination was due to opposition to the resolution?  

i. Dave Hoopes: Additional consultations needed would impede 
their timeline. It is not that I am against it. [Patrick—You 
voiced opposition in last meeting]. This body does not have 
authority to tell CLCS Board to have additional meeting. 
[Patrick—not telling them, it is just input]. Happy to give you 
more info as to why that kind of change involving another body 
should start with that body and then come to ACLC Board. 

ii. Caprice Carter: Patrick has a point. Clear now that ACLC Board 
has no power to have input on any significant level. That is 
reason for the proposal—provides framework for ACLC Board to 
offer their position on important issues. Specific legal points 
should be provided in a more timely way. Otherwise is seems 
that this resolution is a threat, when it is meant to spell out 
ACLC Board’s powers. How can this Board take something to 
CLCS Board when ACLC Board has not yet agreed on it.  

iii. Trish Spencer: In experience with PTA Board, they often put 
forward a resolution to the School Board in order to facilitate 
discussion at the higher level. Thank you, Patrick. This is 
supposed to be a democracy. Things go on the agenda that 
have not been vetted. It is a process.  

iv. David Hoopes: For total transparency, there was no specific 
request to put the resolution on the agenda today as action 
item. I checked with Patrick on Monday. He said yes. I spoke 
with counsel Tuesday morning. They said the resolution is not 
in ACLC Board’s realm. I looked for Patrick Monday. Gave him a 
response on Tuesday. That was the timeline. Not a case of 
delaying. I reached out to you because I wanted to take it 
seriously.  

v. Patrick M.: To be blunt, if I wanted it as an action item last 
month then could assume I wanted that this month. I still think 
you should have acted earlier.  

vi. Anna Martin: This resolution comes out of a profound sense of 
disempowerment in ACLC community. They want more input 
and connection with the CLCS Board. People feel frightened. 
Worried. This was expressed over and over. It is heartbreaking 
to have answer be over and over, lawyers said we can’t talk 
about this. Express my sadness. 

vii. Camila G-C: What we hear from legal counsel is an 
interpretation of the law. We can take it with a grain of salt. 
We could still vote on it here. So, what could be our next 
steps? 

viii. Dave H: I have to be sure I am not in violation of the Brown 
Act. Just reading the resolution, I can recognize that this Board 
does not have the power to enact it. Agree that it comes from 
a sense of disempowerment. I think that is being heard. But 
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went to lawyers to confirm that this is not an appropriate way 
to handle that sense of disempowerment. There is a conflict 
around circles of influence here. 

ix. Molly—In leadership class, learners might pass a proposal that 
facilitators might have an issue with because unsafe or 
interferes with learning. Leadership still discusses and votes. 
Then it is taken to facilitators and if they don’t agree, it goes 
to ACLC Board, which rules on it. Patrick’s resolution is similar. 
ACLC Board can vote, CLCS Board can overrule. 

x. Joyce Saad—What specifically is illegal? 
xi. Dave H.: I will compile that for the community. 
xii. Trish: Sign any petition you want. Don’t wait for things to 

change at the top. Work from bottom up. 
PRESENTATION ON AGENDA ITEMS – Any person wishing to speak to any item on 
the agenda will be granted three minutes to make a presentation just prior to 
the discussion of the agenda item.    
         

3. ACLC Lead Facilitator’s Report         6:40 P 
a. CLCS Board presented 3 options: status quo, combine upper villages, or have K-5, 6-8, 9-12 

organization. Small group discussion. Powerful, good meeting. Next few weeks, ACLC PAC 
is following up with a local discussion—so look for emails from PAC leaders. Date to be 
announced. Enrollment moving well, lots of learners turning in paperwork, great ice cream 
social event at same time as CLCS couch night. Good interest in ACLC moving forward. 

b. California Business Education for Excellence identified ACLC as only Alameda HS to be 
“scholar school”. 

c. Art and Diversity Festival: wonderful evening. Thank you to Tabitha, Natallia, Julie, Dore. 
d. ACLC getting new laptop cart within next month or so—Chromebooks. 
e. Upcoming: Walkathon, April 16th. Pledge envelopes sent home March 26th. Please come 

participate. Rockshop and facilitators participating. 
f. LCAP coming up, more later. 

4. Executive Director’s Report         6:45 PM 
a. Collective bargaining update: six agreements signed with certificated employees. 
b. Final meeting with district retained architects, tomorrow 4-10. 
c. After April 1 CLCS meeting, AUSD staff given requests for revisions to Prop 39 alternative. 

District has agreed to all revisions. Delay in getting final version, but as soon as get it, will 
make it publicly available. 

d. Now that assured of long-term lease, talking with Boys & Girls Club. Hesitation on both 
sides about signing long term agreement now. So for now will enter into 1-year MOU and 
see what learn from first year. Plan: exclusive use of gym from x time to x time, use of art 
room, office space for CLCS staff. 

5. Committee and Leadership Reports (Personnel, Curriculum, Program Eval, Finance)           6:50 PM    
a. Patricia Williamson, Curriculum and Standards: Ways to support learners going into next 

school year. [Hand out]. Much interest in committee about Master Scheduling, courses. But 
have deferred those decisions until other issues are clarified about next year. One thing: 
learning labs. Tried last year: general feeling that these are not a good approach to 
supporting struggling learners. Alternative: math lab, humanities lab, chemistry lab. If 
facilitator has an hour or two to pull struggling learners in, this can be very helpful. Two 
hours in my schedule: Monday assess, if not mastered during week then called into the lab 
next Monday. So recommend this approach for all math classes. Humanities currently meets 
5 hours a week, so humanities lab could help struggling learners. Spanish currently 3 days 
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per week, but usually needs more. Would like targeted lab time as well. Have intervention 
specialist—should we continue with that model? Would like have this person promote a peer 
tutoring program. Peer tutoring class would train tutors. 

i. Caprice: any anonymous evaluation of facilitators by learners? 
ii. Patricia: We used to. Not doing now. 
iii. Caprice: Hears comments from learners. Wishes they had a way to 

communicate them to facilitators in a safe way. 
iv. Trish Spencer: UC never did this. Harvard does this very intentionally to 

improve education. 
v. Allie Solomon: Last year did do end-of-year survey. 
vi. Patricia: Good to do at mid-year so get view from current learners. 
vii. Allie: Lab time would be helpful because cannot come to afterschool office 

hours. 
viii. Patricia: Agrees that some learners can’t come to office hours. 
ix. Joyce: Do learners get grade for being tutors? 
x. Patricia: Yes, get credit/grade. Really helps bring everyone up to proficiency. 
xi. Raeann: Very much supports targeted teaching labs. [Gives example from own 

life.] Excellent idea. 
b. Patti Wilczek, Finance Committee: Currently at 2.8% operating .. Enrollment good. 

Congrats on good fiscal practice. 
c. Sophia Moore, Leadership Report: First “Are you smarter than a facilitator” CCC was 

great. Shout out to Jenny Tran for ACLC Archive. Walkathon plans: pep rally and rap battle. 
Debate Club displayed their debating skills—leadership has organized animal dress-up day 
to support the Zoo Debate. Now will be multiple dress-up days. Leadership experimenting 
with idea of consensus (hear all views, find solution meeting both needs) and straw poll 
(speed up processes—support, comment, against). ACLC overnight this Friday. Kahsai 
Formal next Saturday.                                                                                    

6. Consent Agenda                7:10 PM 
a. Approval of check register for February 2014  
b. Approval of March, 2014 Minutes 

i. Patrick: Corrections. It says “Patrick asked for playing in center to be action 
item” but I asked for my resolution to be action item. 

ii. Patrick: Also, there are incomplete sentences, so cannot vote for consent 
agenda because minutes are too vague. 

iii. Dave: Please mark changes to agenda and we can push approval to next 
month. 

iv. Patrick: If I don’t remember what I said, then cannot correct it. Other issues 
are recorded differently than I remember. Would need a lot of revision. 
Maybe won’t be able to remember. 

v. Molly Fenn: I also have a correction to the minutes. Should I also mark up the 
same document? 

vi. Dave: Yes, please put any corrections forward. Motion to postpone March 
minutes to next month when revisions are in. Approve check register now. 

vii. Gabrielle Baumgartner: Check register question. Payment to Nea? 
viii. Response (Dave?): Our Bitsa was billed to Nea incorrectly. So we are 

reimbursing them for bill they paid accidentally. 
ix. Motion seconded. All votes in favor. 

7.    Action Items            7:15 PM 
        a.  No action items  
8.  Discussion Items           7:15 PM 
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        a. Facilities Update – Update on the alternative to prop 39 and CLCS discussion 
i. Patrick: 3 minute limit rule. If ask question, answer goes into your 3 minutes. 
ii. Dave: suggest focusing on Prop 39 proposal without getting into CLCS schools 
structuring. That longer dialogue will happen at PAC event soon. 
iii. Dore Sandoval: Yes, but good to have discussion now to inform the later discussion. 
iv. Joyce: People here tonight might not be able to attend, important topic. Please lets 
discuss it. 
v. Anna: These are the same discussion. Facilities discussion and school structure 
discussions are hard to separate. 
vi. Caprice: will presentation include what is on website? 
vii. Patti: not prepared to roll it all out tonight because of plans for separate discussion 
soon.  
viii. Dore: I was assuming we would be able to get clarification tonight 

a. Patti, Facilities Update: 11 year lease, 3% facilities fee + .10 of 3% for longevity. They are 
responsible for large maintenance, we responsible for day-to-day. 60-day approval time for 
changes to site. More formal agreements, rather than verbal agreements of the past. For 
year 1 must have at least 75% in-district enrollment across schools, year 2 80%, year 3 85%. 
District wants assurance that lion’s share of long-term facility commitment will go to 
Alameda residents. Other than that, there are some insurance issues. 

a. Marty Kharrazi: what happens if not meet enrollment requirement? 
b. Patti: district can then reclaim classroom space. But Patti wants to track 

enrollment closely. Projecting 76% for next year. 
c. Marty: If we get 70%, how many classrooms they take back? How many classrooms 

is a %? 
d. Patti: Won’t be a rule, more of a negotiation. But also, total enrollment can’t 

drop below 100 of what it will be next year. Pushes us to focus on retention and 
effective outreach to Alameda community. Will have systemic 1/mo check. 

e. Marty: These numbers come from what month/day? 
f. Based on “P1”—when total enrollment submitted in mid-November. 
g. Mike Melendez: way we get space now is based on # of Alameda learners. So 

doesn’t this provision give the district leverage that it wouldn’t otherwise have? 
Used to be set number of learners, not a percentage. Won’t this lead to closing 
doors to out-of-district learners in order to keep percentage. Putting this 
requirement on CLCS seems a new kind of leverage. 

h. Patti: District had experiences with Alternatives to Action dropping enrollment 
but still getting space. Academy of Alameda will be asked for same arrangement 
if long-term lease. 

i. Trish: Prop 39 renegotiated every year—if 80 kids, then district has to give you 
space. For AoA, district may or may not ask for same provision. AoA would not 
agree to this. 

j. Sophia: How would we lower % of out-of-district learners? Not ask them to leave? 
k. Patti: No, through process of natural attrition. Current proportion across 3 

campuses: 87 ACLC, 82 LV, 55 UV. 
l. David H.: ACLC/NEA staff visited. Some good things. Well-maintained, but 

smaller classrooms. PE facilitators thrilled with gymnasiums. Courtyards offer 
nice possibilities. Plan to take parents/community to visit too. 

m. Allie: What is process for deciding whether we combine? 
n. Patti: CLCS board decision. 
o. Allie: And if disagree, any appeal? 
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p. Patti: No, not according to charter. Also want to say, currently CLCS board has 
not made a decision. I have told board that community needs clarification on 
timeline for a decision. Community needs clarity. 

q. Jenny Tran: Before 35 students = classroom. Now 85% = Woodstock campus. So if 
lose outside-Alameda learners but still have 85%, keep all classrooms? 2) If 
combine schools, which charter (ACLC or Nea) would apply? 

r. Patti: First question—85% but also, can’t drop more than 100 learners. Also, if 
this in agreement, might not happen, but could. Charter: if there is a change in 
structure---example, Nea’s and ACLC’s admissions policies both changed—then 
here is process [missed this]. If schools were united would have to follow this 
same process for material changes to charter.  

s. Lynn Kameny: Clarify—if we lose more than 100 learners, they close us down? 
t. Patti: No, take back classrooms. 
u. Lynn: FYI, most districts want charters to take out of district, not their own 

students. 
v. Bara Waters: Projections show 1000 new students in Alameda over coming years, 

most learners in West End so that will make meeting in-district requirement 
easier 

w. Trish: District gets same money for in- or out-district student; but voters want 
their parcel taxes to go to local kids. This causes tension at district; not same for 
charters—so they can meet bottom line by bringing in other students 

x. Anna Martin: the details of these plans will affect whether we continue to be 
ACLC or not; long time we thought we’d be here but board knew from financials, 
state of Nea, that these changes might need to happen regardless of move, 
please give answers, information ASAP, learners need to make decisions for next 
year—under some conditions they will go [to other schools] 

y. Caprice: can you show document on CLCS website with numbers? Tried to 
understand and could not. One person thought implication of doc was that Nea is 
unsustainable? 

b. Patti: These numbers are not staffing decisions. Just based on moving numbers around. 
Asked by board to come up with 3-4 reasonable scenarios. Scenario A—status quo, B—K 
to 8, 6-12, C—K-5, 6-12. Look at revenues, expenses under each scenario. Only 1 
staffing change: reduce LindeGroup for onsite tech person. Bottom line: Scenario A vs 
C, not a big difference, only a little higher based on using ACLC higher ADA because 
ACLC has better attendance, A and C are same deficit 

i. Dore: Why option B have so much higher deficit? 
ii. Patti: Can get that info from Jackie. Can’t remember now. 
iii. Dore: Please, because how can it be higher than status quo? 
iv. Patti: Will get accurate info on that. 
v. Anna: is that a normal operating deficit? Or do we need 4th scenario that is 

not a deficit? 
vi. Patti: relied on Paul for this—he has tracked retention over 4 years and 

projected enrollment figures using very conservative enrollment figures. 
So, numbers are conservative. Then, need to look at moving beyond 
conservative figures for revenue and also keep spending conservative. You 
massage, get more accurate projections and find a workable budget … will 
we need staffing changes? That would break my heart. 

vii. Joyce: reflect new money? 
viii. Patti: yes, using moderate estimates 
ix. Caprice: what about cost of the move? 
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x. Patti: not factored in yet because still getting quotes, hoping to split the 
cost of move over two years, talking to movers, phone company, etc so 
that budget will reflect real numbers as possible, and take advantage of 
last year’s lessons. District wants us out by July 1, so will be able to pay 
mover out of this year’s budget. 

xi. Catherine Pauling: looks like ACLC in black but Nea in red; but keeping 
staff important to success, worried that lay-offs would kill school, not save 
it 

xii. Dave: yes, worried about Nea UV, ACLC will be fine; ACLC might have to 
carry Nea if try to keep UV as separate entity; it is a concern 

xiii. Patti: yes, there are financial implications of options, but also emotional 
implications; yes, have short timeline, but at same time also have a lot of 
empathy for those trying to find a solution that can solve all this 

xiv. Catherine: what about concern about school size? What size do we 
maintain? Go from 350 to 550, when community already concerned at 350 

xv. Gabrielle B.: is district going to offset some of the large moving costs? Like 
wiring. 

xvi. Patti: Wiring is only 18 months old; Linde group thinks wiring is in pretty 
good shape as is, although still details to resolve; Patti will propose that 
we move and make sure tech is done right for a long-term stay; then 
beautification etc will be 2nd summer.  

xvii. Gabrielle: district pay any cost of move? 
xviii. Dave: no, they will not give us money. But they will do stuff—actually they 

did a lot here in terms of using existing maintenance crew—probably spent 
40-50,000 dollars. Won’t pay for our movers. So answer: No, but kind of 
yes. 

xix. Gabrielle: historical numbers coming from ACLC, but if go through too 
much change, might we have attendance more like a new school than 
historical ACLC. This community is fragile. Still finding things in boxes that 
were lost last year. Families trying to decide where to go. If we jump to 
Scenario C, might really throw wrench into plan. 

xx. Sophia: will new plan have to be effective immediately or phased in …  
xxi. Patti: could see board saying, let’s just move and then see; just don’t 

know how board will decide, no crystal ball. I’m ambivalent. Glad I don’t 
have to make the decision. 

xxii. Sophia: [missed] 
xxiii. Joyce: ACLC in black, Nea “hemorrhaging”; we might be sacrificing a good 

thing to save Nea; not forget Nea but think of more creative ways to 
support them than by merging 

xxiv. Jenny: ACLC governing board should advocate for what is best for ACLC. 
Do other options than status quo benefit ACLC in any way? We are focusing 
on healing from move, settling down, our academics. These numbers do 
not show benefit to ACLC. If we nurture Nea, how will ACLC move forward? 
Nea was created to spread the model. If we merge, then what is the point 
of Nea? Our school is based on small community—insuring that learners not 
slip through the cracks. Yes we should help, but Nea not ACLC’s 
responsibility. Should not go this way just to benefit them. 

xxv. Isabelle Corkins: I think CLCS forum for both communities very valuable. 
But personal experience in ACLC/Nea combined small group, was very 
interesting. Nea parents more in conflict over unifying UV and LV, not sure 
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what they wanted. I asked why Nea’s issues must impact ACLC? Was told 
that would not write that down. I felt closed out of the discussion. Hope 
that Nea is creating forum to resolve their internal issues. Why should 
ACLC be impacted by Nea’s issues? I say it shouldn’t. I think Nea needs to 
have forum to find their way forward. 

xxvi. Dore: I am Nea and ACLC parent. Want to go back to numbers—has board 
shared these numbers with Nea? I know that Nea does not have this kind of 
open communication. Some parents don’t know that ACLC will share the 
site. When in fact ACLC presence is enabling Nea’s reunification. If we are 
throwing all the numbers together, Nea community needs to know about 
it. Hybrid option should really be considered because—despite cost of 
change—I think status quo is not sustainable. Encourage board to have Nea 
go K-8, so ACLC only get HS learners. If ACLC only get UV, ACLC learner 
concerns might be less. As to Jenny—if we can’t see positives for ACLC 
now, let’s get together and find how to make lemonade out of lemons. 
Hope everyone will participate. 

xxvii. Caprice: Also was at small group meeting. Observation: core of very 
involved parents at Nea but they are so vocal that others are shut down. 
When in small groups, more were able to talk. Heard from many families 
that always intended to move from Nea to ACLC. Also, there is an 
animosity between ACLC and Nea. Need to call it out in open. Might be 
good to move and set up separately, but then, in future, don’t want ACLC 
to be carrying Nea. Evaluate in a year or two. I don’t like idea of building 
walls. Rather try to create positive interactions. Have ACLC and Nea 
learners sit down in small groups. Something so not a hard-edged rivalry. 
There is view that ACLC “stealing” their high schoolers. We are not. Where 
does strong ACLC learner aversion to Nea come from? We need to deal 
with it.  

xxviii. Patti: We will be relying heavily on PAC and PTSA to help bring 
communities together in positive way. Communities can come together 
positively if it is done intentionally. 

xxix. Caprice: Encouraged that facilitators got together. Don’t know if they are 
willing to merge at any point—might become clearer over time. 

xxx. Dave: Last year, Oakland Unified closed 7 schools. No one wanted to do 
that. Alameda has closed schools. It has also striven to save schools, like 
Wood. Other AUSD schools have to give to save those borderline schools. 
But CLCS does not have that degree of resources. But I feel an obligation 
to Nea UV learners. Out of district, in district. They are ours. Don’t want 
to throw in towel on those kids. In a few years, Nea will be hurting. 

xxxi. Lynn: So merge then. 
xxxii. Dave: Yes, maybe, but we have an obligation and at some point ACLC will 

have to lean in and support those learners. The AUSD decided to lean in 
and support Wood. We may also have to do. 

xxxiii. Martin: Much great stuff has been said. There are divergent needs and 
conflicts. We don’t want to be bigger than 350ish. Impossible to do that 
unless just close UV. But we really have to be goal-oriented to avoid 
diluting what we (ACLC) have. So should we just take whoever wants to 
come or should we really look at how we get to the nirvana that we want. 
LV may be fine. ACLC needs to go for its vision. UV needs to do the same. 
But can’t solve by merging it all. Really learners and facilitators who have 
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to figure this out. Parents here to say—look, you got a huge problem. What 
is an acceptable amount that ACLC could absorb without suffering? Maybe 
do it in phases, 9th, 10th, 11th, etc. Must be creative. But if we don’t go as 
a community to Woodstock, then we are compromised from the start. 
Can’t be us if 20% don’t come with us. I just beg that we do this without 
saying, we’ll give this up now and get it back later. Might just have to be 
radical and say, UV is closed. So, what is the capacity of Woodstock? What 
is a good number of students there? 

xxxiv. Dave: 33 classrooms times 30, about 900. We are currently about 850. 
xxxv. Marty: What is lowest number that is sustainable? 
xxxvi. Dave: 825 
xxxvii. Marty: Can we go to 650—300 lower village, 350 ACLC. Can that be our 

goal? Can we do that? Otherwise, where is the bulge? 
xxxviii. Patti: in the 6-8 grades 
xxxix. Joyce: So if we are at low 800’s next year, could eventually lose 100 and 

go to low 700’s 
xl. Marty: Can that bulge be made to work. If not, then we should take that 

loss now. Can’t do it. Won’t blend. Too many parents, shouting out the 
older learners. Let’s identify our ideal, and go for that.  

xli. Catherine: They’re 6-12 program is struggling and it is an internal 
problem. So please encourage them to resolve it so doesn’t come sideways 
at us when we join them. Numbers? 

xlii. Patti: ACLC 338, UV 201, LV 275 but demand is higher 
xliii. Caprice: Nea small group thinks they are in the black 
xliv. Dore: yes, Nea community is in the dark 
xlv. Lynn: if not a betting woman, then don’t bet against unanimous sense of 

community 
xlvi. Patti: very ambivalent, don’t know what is best solution 
xlvii. Dore: but lose money if keep status quo 
xlviii. Lynn: We have separate budgets 
xlix. Patti: but what about Nea employees? 

l. Anna: what about my family? 
li. Jenny: with rough numbers if take Nea HS, then imbalance of big HS vs 

small MS; if merge all, then overall too big; don’t know what to say if 
classes too different in size (20 seniors, 70 8th graders) then democratic 
imbalance; can’t function with bulge as Marty said 

lii. Allie: on animosity between Nea and ACLC; ACLC learners are getting a 
biased view from those who left; Nea learners who stay have biased view; 
a lot of reasons people left were personal conflicts among people 

liii. Patrick: agrees with Marty; feel an obligation to sister school but have to 
keep in mind the cost; merging the schools could ruin CLCS model, then 
have no schools—or a regular school. I see, if we combine, UV is 550, 
people don’t want, lose high numbers, we are in trouble. If a merge, I 
would leave, flat out. So would a lot of others. That one action might 
result in losing too many rather than having too many. Have to look at 
checks and balances. There is no good solution. Have to make decision 
that lets the schools survive. Might mean closing UV and taking those we 
can absorb within our current size.  

liv. Dore: think that two communities can work together. There is a small 
vocal negative group, but most people do not have negative feelings about 
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ACLC. Most of community is just not well informed. But many current Nea 
families know those who shifted to ACLC. [missed] Agree with Marty that 
even though might lose good people, just looking from ACLC point of view, 
if everyone comes then we can keep what we have, rather than new 
people coming. So I beg you all, don’t go away! 

lv. Anna: I personally want my children to stay at ACLC, but it does still have 
to be ACLC: small, big Center, great facilitators who respect learners, 
believe in democratic process. Ironic that CLCS created to spread the 
magic, but it doesn’t have the ACLC secret sauce. How do we “infect” 
CLCS with more ACLC—CLCS board should be elected—rules about who is 
on it, should have accountability to us. That’s an ACLC mojo we could 
spread. I’m sure many great things about Nea. Question moving forward—
what can ACLC board/community do to keep ACLC mojo? 

lvi. Joyce: ditto Patrick. CLCS formed to keep ACLC from getting too large. 
Core value is large Center. Interesting to be merging schools when they 
were split to avoid to large one school. I know the CLCS board is former 
learners parents, why don’t they understand the sauce anymore. Losing 
100 of our families, getting 100 Nea families, is too much. Better to follow 
facilitator idea of sharing certain activities—garden, library, etc. 

lvii. Marty: CLCS board members do get it. Good ideas are what they need to 
get through a difficult period. It’s just that all these goals we have are 
conflicting. You can’t change the numbers. Have to make some really 
tough decisions. There are policies for cuts—those in last, go first. So on 
those lines Nea would take much stronger hit. Going to have to lay people 
off. We are not all going there—nor could we make a good school that 
way. Time for pining is over. Make decision and start planning for it. Nea 
UV have to take the hit, that is fairest. 

lviii. Mike: CLCS board is dedicated, but not elected. They have made a 
decision tree regarding fiduciary duty. But if only go by that, would not 
need elected officials. Part of fiduciary duty is to maintain the vision, as 
well as looking at numbers and figures. Now understand that ACLC board 
has limited authority. So need to influence CLCS board members. 

lix. Marty: individual meetings? 
lx. Mike: Whatever it takes. Yes, tough time, but that is what needs to be 

done. 
lxi. Bara: living with someone on CLCS board, they are dedicated and have 

heard you. There is a lot of angst there too. It is not easy to sit on that 
board right now. Another thought: since Marty brought up bubble at 
middle school, you could restructure so that there is loosely HS, MS, and 
elem program. 250-300 in each, but with natural interplay, cross 
pollination, mentoring. Maybe different centers—not by age but by 
function: social center, study center, etc. Would allow for more leadership 
development in middle school, then go to more formal leadership program 
in high school. 

lxii. Catherine: One concern always had with CLCS board, they chose people by 
expertise and now we have focus on budget and legality. Should not be on 
the board. Board should be keeper of vision, while fiscal, legal should be 
consultants. Honestly, I don’t think we will change those corporate 
thinking people will be changed with a few conversations. I’ve seen it 
happen at UCB. More and more corporate, you don’t keep the vision. 
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Primary, middle, high school is not a good model—slippery slope to losing 
the secret sauce. 

lxiii. Bara: I think it could bring more unification. 
lxiv. Allie: Close relation to high school is very important and easily lost. MS and 

HS leadership better as one because MS learners learn from HS learners. 
lxv. Isabelle: My daughter flourished when came to ACLC. Part was engaging 

with all the learners and feeling safe and comfortable and important with 
all the learners. Mistake to break it up. If we have to absorb some kids, 
that is preferable to breaking up 6-12 model. 

lxvi. Marty: There is no strong reason for a CLCS if just two schools. So they 
better get their vision down. They should clearly enunciate that they 
intend to open more schools, not in Alameda. Ultimate vision needs to be 
bigger than 2 schools to have a raison d’etre. They better understand what 
merger means to them—they’re gone, in a sense. And, of course, making 
sure that the individual schools are supported through connections with 
philanthropists. Those are reasons for a board, not just for fiduciary 
purposes. Really enjoyed conversation tonight. Didn’t have a clue what I 
felt when walked in. Now I think I know better. Will sleep better. 

lxvii. Jenny: Completely agree with Marty. Never thought of that. Wanted to 
give high school version of Allie’s comments. If no younger learners 
around, being a senior at ACLC would be less meaningful. What we do here 
are things that can’t do at other school. Everything we do is for the 
younger learners to say that one day you’ll be us, better do a good job. 
When I was younger, saw older learners as heroes, who I wanted to be. 
Makes us, as older learners, make sure to hand that legacy down. Makes 
older learners better people. Taking that apart is going in opposite 
direction in which we want to go. I’m actually wondering—never mind. 

lxviii. Bara: feel taken out of context. Want to set record straight. Me, my kids 
lived mixed program. Not advocating separate like traditional middle 
school. Word “loosely” for managing numbers. Think of large churches that 
have thousands of members, how do they do it. Through smaller groups. It 
is one creative solution, within a 6-12 model. Catherine, CLCS board not 
brought in for their expertise but for their parent involvement. Wonderful 
they have that expertise, so we don’t have to pay for that. 

lxix. Catherine: Some, not all, some do not know the community and were 
brought in for their expertise. [Back and forth, agree to disagree] 

lxx. Bara: Also, regarding CLCS has no reason to exist—legal board is CLCS so it 
would likely be the one to survive. 

lxxi. Allie: It is not that you can’t get into leadership before 8th grade. But hard 
for 6th grader to be in leadership, start to understand it by seeing it. 

b. ACLC rules changes and revisions 
i. Patrick: This is proposal from Ryan—he is not here. And has not talked to 

facilitators, as requested. So move on, skip this item. 
c. Dave: LCAP – Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) All local educational agencies 

(LEAs) must develop their first LCAPs and submit them with an approved budget by June 30, 2014.     
Dave Hoopes: This is a huge shift in the way dollars are given to schools. In 8 years, we’ll go from 
6000/learner to 10,800 (for K), 12th—8000 to 12,000. BUT this increase will be if you are 90% EL or 
low-income. If more like ACLC, then income goes up a little but not as much. Next year, we will get 
¼ of this phase in. This does not play to our hand. But we will be getting some extra dollars. So 
need to plan for this—need help from learners, facilitators, parents—in this planning. Also SpEd 
families, etc. Input about how to spend school $ over next years to support EL, foster youth, and 
low-income families. We already have that targeted assistance programs. 
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i. Joyce: and SpEd? 
ii. Dave: separate but related to the LCAP planning 
iii. Catherine: given that we are moving toward West End, will we do outreach to 

Alameda residents in this new neighborhood? 
iv. Dave: We have “mission creep”. KIPP designed for low-income, but have 

performed so well, have attracted a lot of middle-income applicants. Have to think 
together about how to attract certain groups, but we also have Open Enrollment so 
can’t pick and choose … 

v. Catherine: Are we really doing the right outreach? 
vi. Dave: Are we going to the right churches? 
vii. Catherine: Or addressing that community’s needs? 
viii. [Brief discussion about ways to bend the curve—different strategies, etc] 
ix. Dave: Jackie did our numbers for next year: expecting 43-54 thousand dollars more 

due to this new formula for allocating money. Then, this number quadruples over 8 
years. For example—put money toward EL specialist, intervention specialist, etc. 
Immediate timeline: April—talk to stakeholder groups; May—working draft of 
consensus to be commented and marked up; June—final draft action item; July—
pass something; 

x. Joyce: can spend on salaries? 
xi. Dave: yes, if tied to targeted populations, given that Charter Schools have more 

flexibility/autonomy 
xii. [exchange with Joyce about current amounts per learner—Dave will get back to 

Joyce] 
d. Graduation modification for learners with IEP’s 

i. Dave: currently, laws that govern this, have a lot of power. What you 
agree to around a table becomes “law”. So Selpa says we must merge 
need for accomodations with current graduation requirements. Need an 
“offramp” for those with different processing abilities. So, if some 
graduation requirement is unattainable for a  certain learner, then can 
modify their graduation requirement and still give a “bona fide” diploma, 
not just a certificate. 

1. Jenny: what have we been doing? 
2. Dave: Education team (facilitator, family) has made decisions. So—if 

not able to do Senior Essay—modified to be an oral presentation 
instead. Or—certain learner does not take Algebra II. We’ve been 
doing that for a long time but it is not clearly in our graduation 
policy. So various parties putting together really vetted draft for 
Board to vote on.  

 
Adjourn at 10:23          
 9:00PM The next ACLC Board Meeting is scheduled for May 7th, 2014 
 
 
Attachment to Minutes:  
Proposal from Curriculum and Standards Committee Meeting  4-7-2014 
 
Curriculum and Standards Meeting April 7, 2014 
 
Members/Staff present: 
Lynn, Carrie, Randy, Carlton, Molly, Terry, Patricia, Gabrielle, Jake (consulted with Kumi and Dave 4/9) 
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Parents: Lisa Prior, Karen Chin, Tabitha, Joyce Saad, Deba Mitra 
 
Supporting Learner Success Proposal for 2014-15: 
 
Support Labs:  These labs are designed to include learners who need extra support.  Learners would be 
pulled from the floor or a facilitator may use one of their seminar hours for support.  The facilitator who 
facilitates the class would teach the lab. If possible each lab will include an older learner as an Educational 
Leader. 
 
It is important to coordinate the release of learners to the Center. This is important to ensure that the 
learning environment of the Center is not disrupted. 
 
Math  
 
Classes continue to meet five class periods a week. 
 
Math Labs recommended:  One hour per math class per week (outside of the math class) for all math class. 
 
Humanities 
 
Middle School humanities meet five hours a week.  One of hour per Humanities class scheduled per week 
(outside of the Humanities class) for all middle school humanities classes. 
 
English 1 meets five hours a week.  One hour per English 1 class scheduled per week (outside of the 
English 1 class)  for all English 1 classes. 
 
English 2 scheduled five hours a week.  One of those hours may be used as support. 
 
English 3-4 scheduled four to five hours a week.  One of those hours may be used as support. 
 
8th Grade US History—Class scheduled three hours a week.  One of those hours may be used as support. 
In order to support this the academic rigor needs to be maintained (given that this could mean that one 
hour every two weeks is not given to instruction rather it is given to remediation.) 
 
Foreign Language 
 
Spanish scheduled for four days a week.  One of those days may be used to support struggling learners. 
 
Science 
 
Chemistry continues as a five hour a week class.  One of those days may be used to support struggling 
learners. 
 
Biology continues as a four hour a week class (It could be increased to a five hour a week class). One of 
these days may be used to support struggling learners. 
 
Physics continues as a three day a week class. One of those days may be used to support struggling 
learners.  In order to support this the academic rigor needs to be maintained (given that this could mean 
that one hour every two weeks is not given to instruction rather it is given to remediation.) 
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After school support and free period support 
It is recommended that the Intervention Specialists run an after school support/peer tutoring program to 
support all learners. It is also recommend that part of the Intervention Specialist assignment would include 
training peer tutors that would support learners throughout the day during learner’s free periods. 
 
To improve upon the existing model collaborative time with the staff and the intervention specialists needs 
to be scheduled into the staff meeting time.  This will help the intervention specialist better know who 
needs these support services. 
 

 
 


